Baseball Squad Triumphs Over Lowell Textile

As Byrnes Hits Four; Moulton Whips 1st Game

The M.I.T. baseball team pulled away in the last inning and defeated a lowly Lowell Textile nine, 12-4, last Saturday afternoon at Bridge Field. Stan Byrnes, who had been hitting nine hits at the Engineers' plate, was the hitting star of the game, with four hits against the competition. No. 7 Batters were the star of the show, with four hits against the Textile defense. The Engineers had 12 hits in the game, with 12 runs scored. The game was over in the ninth inning, with the Engineers winning 12-4.

Foreigners To Be Summer Students

FSSP Sponsors Eighty For Special Research

Applications by students from twenty-three countries throughout the world are being studied and accepted by the Foreign Students Summer Students Committee. Eighty foreign students will finally be selected to come to this summer's session.

This marks the second year in which foreign students will be invited to the Institute to do special term work. Last summer the FSSP sponsored the studies of thirty-four foreign students.

Graduate Work

The students, who will all work in graduate level, are selected on the committees of previous studies and independent work. The students will be selected by the Foreign Summer Students Committee, which is a part of the FSSA at Technology.

APACHE DANCERS

A highlight of the N.S.A. Student season this year was the Apache Dancers, formed by Naomi Rockwell and Regional Wallace. Both are study members, and the Apache Dancers are members of the department of the Boston Conservatory of Music.

Wurster, Anderson Continue

With Architectural Evaluation

By Fred Vanderschmidt, '51

Having heard Dean William W. True, chairman of the department of architecture in the School of Architecture at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, give a lecture on the subject of architectural evaluation, I was struck by his choice of a theme. Perhaps it meant that we could build better buildings, which was an idea I had never heard before. Professor Victor O. Homerberg, the former head of the department, also spoke on the subject of architectural evaluation. His speech seemed to mirror the free, simple style of the New Dorset architecture. The building I liked best was the new 12 mev electron accelerator, which we think the cage is quite simple. It has a hole in the middle of the building. The object of the building is to make King Wolf of the Institute more efficient.

A Beautiful Building

Perhaps it did take the comments of the judges at the New Dorset competition to make the Tech House. Tech House is not a beautiful building, but it has a hole in the middle of it. This hole is used to hold a stroboscopic flash unit. The next building we are planning to build will have a hole in the middle of it, too. The object of the building is to make King Wolf of the Institute more efficient.

Rein Fire

Camping Rooms, Concert And Swim Finish Weekend

Technology's wolves will be on the prowl in full force this Thursday when the Q-Club presents "Wolf Hunt," another of the stunts in connection with the Soph Prom. Participants will vie with one another in attempts to date a "belle jaine" on the steps of Building Ten.

"Wolf Hunt" will work as follows. Potential wolves may sign up for the contest from 9:00 to 5:00 p.m. today at the Soph Prom booth in the lobby of Building Ten. The winner of the contest will be determined on the steps adajcting the Great Court.

A Queen at Stake

Bob Abelson, G, will supervise the efficiency of the queen, of whose desire will be an Emeron Prom Queen of several months ago. After considering the relative merits of the queen and her suitors, the committee on the basis of three contestants to re- turn to the Q-Club. The effectiveness of which the wolves can convince the committee on the basis of their knowledge of the Q-Club. One of the judges will be an In- stitute secretary with the other four judges being three others coming from nearby grad- uates. On the second night of the weekend, "Is There a Wolf Out There," in Memorial Hall, a run-off will be held to determine King Wolf of the Institute.

Full Program

Square dancing in the gym will be followed by a steak dinner and a dance in the evening, preceded by a dinner and a dance in the evening. Both dances will be held in the 315 Club Room, rewarding a full weekend of activities will be mixed swimming to the Alumni Pool Satu- rday afternoon and a band concert in the Memorial Hall.

SORRY

We regret that the name of Miss Technology, our entrant in the B.U. New England Co-ed contest, was omitted from the story which appeared in Fri- day's issue of THE TECH.

New Camera Club Meets First Time

The first meeting of the newly or- ganized Camera Club was held at 5:00 Friday, April 27. There was an attendance of about seventy. Students included the formation of the Camera Club, the constitution, and budget. Professor Ed- gerton showed color slides on the function of the eye, with a section of a stereo- scope flash unit. The next meeting of the Camera Club will be held within the next few weeks.
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